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of political advance. But it was Engels who first contributed to
their joint work the all-important element of first-hand knowl-
edge concerning British industrialism. Engels published in 1845
his book on The Condition of the English working class in 1844,
and the impress of this gloomy period is stamped on everything
that Marx and Engels subsequently wrote. But for contact with
England, Marx might have remained unduly abstract and meta-
physical, and lacking in that intimate knowledge of industrial
facts from which so much of his persuasive power is derived.
By the tune his doctrine was completed, it combined elements
of value from three countries. Germany made him a system-
builder, France made him a revolutionary, and England made
him learned.
Marx was born in 1818, at Treves in the Rhineland, where
French influence had penetrated more deeply than in most
parts of Germany.1 His ancestors, for generations, had been
rabbis, but his father was a lawyer. On the death of the father's
mother, which occurred when Marx was six years old, the family
became Christian, and Marx was educated as a Protestant. When
he was only seventeen, he fell in love with a beautiful and
aristocratic girl, and persuaded both his parents and hers to
permit an engagement. It was, however, seven years before he
was able to marry her, and by that time her parents had
become strongly opposed to the match.
As a university student he showed already that titanic but
somewhat ill-directed energy which characterized him through
life. In a long letter to his father, written at the age of nine-
teen, he tells how he had written three volumes of poems to his
Jenny, translated large parts of Tacitus and Ovid, and two
books on the Pandects, written a work of three hundred pages
on the philosophy of law, perceived that it was worthless, written
a play, and *whfle out of sorts, got to know Hegel from beginning
to end,* besides reading innumerable books on the most diverse
subjects.
Hegel had died in 1831, and his influence in Germany was still
very great. But his school had broken into two sects, the Old
and Young Hegelians, and in 1839 his system was destructively
criticized by Feuerbach, who reverted from Hegel's Absolute
Idealism to a form of materialism, and carried with him manyx)f
the Young Hegelians, who were distinguished from the Old by
1 In relation to Marx's life I have relied in the main upon Karl Marx:
His Life and Work, by Otto Ruble (Allen & Unwin Ltd.).

